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When we refer to “ABG”, “we”, “our”, “us” or the “Company” in this report, we mean Arvest Bank Group, Inc.
and our consolidated subsidiaries. When we refer to “Arvest” or the “Bank” in this report, we mean our only
bank subsidiary, Arvest Bank and its consolidated subsidiaries.
About Arvest Bank Group, Inc. and Arvest Bank
Arvest Bank Group, Inc., Bentonville, Arkansas, is a bank holding company which owns Arvest Bank, an
Arkansas state‐chartered commercial bank that provides a diversified range of financial services to
customers in over 120 communities generally in the western half of Arkansas, throughout most of
Oklahoma, southwestern and west central Missouri and eastern Kansas. Arvest Bank operates over 250
banking offices in its four‐state footprint.
As of September 30, 2017, ABG and Arvest Bank had total assets of $16.9 billion and $16.8 billion,
respectively. Because Arvest Bank accounts for just over 99 percent of the assets of ABG and is the material
driver of the variance in the stress tests, separate explanations will not be provided for ABG and Arvest;
however, separate capital and other ratios and data are provided, where applicable.
Background
Section 165(i)(2) of the Dodd‐Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (“DFA”) requires
banks with total consolidated assets of $10 billion to $50 billion to conduct annual company‐run stress
tests (“Dodd‐Frank Act Stress Test” or “DFAST”). This disclosure addresses the portion of DFA requiring
that certain results of the Dodd‐Frank Act Stress Test be made available to the public.
The results of the company‐run stress tests provide our state and federal regulators with forward‐looking
information regarding our ability to withstand changes in certain economic conditions. It is primarily
designed to assess how the economic changes impact our capital adequacy and overall risk profile. The
regulation requires all banks with assets between $10 billion and $50 billion to complete annual company‐
run stress tests using three separate scenarios provided by the regulators. These scenarios are – Baseline,
Adverse and Severely Adverse. This disclosure provides the results of the Severely Adverse scenario. In
the hypothetical Severely Adverse scenario, we must estimate or project the impact of the macroeconomic
variables and other guidelines provided on the financial condition and regulatory capital ratios of ABG and
Arvest over a nine‐quarter forecast horizon that begins on January 1, 2017 and ends on March 31, 2019. It
is important to note that the Severely Adverse scenario is not a forecast of what is actually expected to
occur. Rather, it is a hypothetical scenario designed by the federal regulators to help assess the strength of
banks and the overall banking system. The results of the scenario do not reflect the actual results of either
ABG or Arvest for the first two quarters of 2017, nor is it a forecast of our actual or realistic expectations
for the future.
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While the guidelines utilized by all banks are the same, each bank is required to apply the variables and
guidelines to its particular situation. The use of management judgment in certain circumstances is also
involved in the process. These factors could result in some level of non‐comparability of stress test results
or outcomes between banks.
Description of the Severely Adverse Economic Scenario
The scenarios utilized in the DFAST process are constructed by the federal regulatory agencies (Federal
Reserve, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation). The
scenarios are provided annually to financial institutions participating in the DFAST process.
This document outlines the results of the Severely Adverse scenario which is a hypothetical set of
conditions that are designed to assess the Company’s ability to withstand a severe economic environment.
It is not a forecast of what is expected to occur.
As defined by the regulatory agencies, the Severely Adverse Scenario is characterized by a “severe global
recession that is accompanied by a period of heightened stress in corporate loan markets and commercial
real estate markets”. Key factors included in the scenario are provided below:


Unemployment rate increases by about 5 ¼ percentage points to 10 percent by 3Q2018;



Consumer price inflation fall to about 1 ¼ percent by 2Q2017 and increases to about 1 ¾ percent by the
middle of 2018;



Short‐term Treasury rates fall and remain near zero through the end of the nine quarter scenario
measurement period;



Equity prices fall by 50 percent through the end of 2017 and surge in market volatility near the levels seen in
2008; and



House prices decline by 25 percent while commercial real estate prices decline by 35 percent.

While the regulators provided 28 separate macroeconomic variables for each of the three scenarios (both
domestic and international), we utilized those factors or variables most relevant to our business activities.
Additionally, we incorporated certain other relevant factors that were not provided in the DFAST variables.
Those factors were derived using historical correlations to relevant macroeconomic variables provided in
the defined set of variables. Variables or factors utilized were selected based upon their impact and/or
relevance to the performance of the Company.

Risks Included in the DFAST Process
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To operate its business ABG (and its subsidiaries including Arvest Bank) assumes and manages certain
risks. The stress tests results quantitatively include a number of risks, including credit risk, interest rate
risk or sensitivity and market risk. The DFAST may not capture all risks that impact capital adequacy. Even
so, the following risks were reviewed and qualitatively considered during the forecasting process ‐ liquidity
risk, operational risk and reputation risk. We considered the impact of each of these risks on our net
income, balance sheet composition and growth, capital position and on the performance of our business.
Credit risk arises from the potential that a borrower or counterparty will fail to perform on an obligation.
As a financial institution, we make loans, purchase investment securities and enter into certain financial
derivative agreements that all involve some level of credit risk, where customers or other counterparties
have an obligation for repayment of principal and interest. The vast majority of our credit risk comes from
our loan portfolio where effective management of credit risk is integral to the success of our business.
Credit risk related to lending activities impacts the allowance for loan losses on the balance sheet and the
loan loss provision on the income statement.
Interest rate risk is the risk to earnings or capital arising from the movement or fluctuation in interest
rates. These fluctuations can, and generally do, impact assets and liabilities differently. Our income
statement is affected by interest rates paid in the market which, in turn, are impacted by certain economic
policies of the federal government. The Severely Adverse scenario includes assumptions about key interest
rates and those assumptions are incorporated into our DFAST modeling process.
Market risk is the risk to the Bank resulting from adverse movements or fluctuations in market rates or
prices, including interest rates, foreign‐exchange rates or equity prices. Such fluctuations in rates may
result in changes in the values of financial instruments carried at fair value on our balance sheet (e.g.,
available for sale securities, mortgage loans held for sale, mortgage servicing rights and derivatives). This
fluctuation in value could result in a material income statement impact. We considered the impact of
market risk in our projections under the Severely Adverse economic scenario.
Liquidity risk is the potential that we will not be able to meet or fund obligations at a reasonable cost.
Liquidity is critical for the operation of our business. Certain conditions in the market and other material
events could adversely impact our access to funds or our costs to borrow (e.g. cost of deposits). The ability
of a financial institution to meet its obligations is dependent on the structure of the balance sheet and the
ability to liquidate or sell assets, as well as having access to various sources of funding.
Operational risk arises from the potential that inadequate information systems, internal control failures,
fraud or other similar events could result in unexpected losses to the Company. Operational risk can also
arise from failure of third parties with which we do business. Operational risk includes compliance and
legal risk. An effective system of internal controls is critical to managing operational risk.
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Reputational risk can arise from numerous sources including, employee misconduct, nonperformance by
third‐party service providers, cybersecurity breaches, compliance failures, among other things. In addition,
a failure to deliver appropriate standards of service or a failure or perceived failure to treat customers
fairly, can result in customer dissatisfaction, litigation and heightened regulatory scrutiny, all of which can
lead to lost revenue, higher operating costs and harm to our reputation. Adverse publicity about us,
whether or not true, may result in harm to our business.
Capital Ratios and Summary Income Statement Data
Tables 1 and 2 below present the capital ratios for the Severely Adverse scenario for ABG and Arvest Bank,
respectively. The ratios provided include the actual capital ratios for the quarter ended December 31, 2016,
as well as the stressed capital ratios for the ending quarter of the forecast period (March 31, 2019) and
minimum capital ratios observed over the nine‐quarter DFAST forecast period for the Severely Adverse
economic scenario.
TABLE 1
ARVEST BANK GROUP, INC.
Stressed Ratios
Severely Adverse Scenario

Capital Ratios
Common Equity Tier 1 Capital
Ratio

Actual
12/31/2016

3/31/2019

Well
Capitalized
Minimum

Minimum

9.78%

10.46%

9.50%

Tier 1 Risk‐based Capital Ratio

10.91%

11.63%

10.64%

8.00%

Total Risk‐based Capital Ratio

12.94%

13.30%

12.45%

10.00%

7.00%

6.69%

6.68%

5.00%

Tier 1 Leverage Ratio

6.50%

TABLE 2
ARVEST BANK
Stressed Ratios
Severely Adverse Scenario

Capital Ratios

Actual
12/31/2016

3/31/2019

Minimum

Well
Capitalized
Minimum

Common Equity Tier 1 Capital Ratio

12.01%

12.76%

11.88%

6.50%

Tier 1 Risk‐based Capital Ratio

12.01%

12.76%

11.88%

8.00%

Total Risk‐based Capital Ratio

13.17%

14.22%

13.04%

10.00%

7.86%

7.41%

7.41%

5.00%

Tier 1 Leverage Ratio

The results of the Severely Adverse scenario stress test show meaningful changes in the capital ratios for
both ABG and Arvest Bank; however, all minimum capital ratio levels across the nine‐quarter DFAST
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forecast horizon remain above the regulatory‐defined well capitalized minimums. It should also be noted
that certain capital ratios increase over the forecast period. While the Tier 1 Leverage Ratio declines over
the nine‐quarter forecast period, the risk‐based capital ratios increase. This is due to the fact that, while
assets increase over the forecast period, loan growth slows which results in a lower level of risk‐weighted
assets in proportion to total assets.
No common dividends or other capital transactions are assumed to occur for ABG. For Arvest Bank,
common dividends of $1.0 million per quarter and preferred dividends of $134K per year are assumed. No
other capital transactions are assumed for the bank.
There are various key drivers of the reduction in capital ratios. The continued transition to the new Basel
III capital rules has a significant impact on capital ratios overall, but the impact is greater in the Tier 1
Leverage Ratio. The impact is more pronounced on ABG. Specifically, the treatment of mortgage servicing
rights under the new capital rules results in a direct deduction from capital for mortgage servicing rights
in excess of 10 percent of Common Equity Tier 1 Capital. While there is a transition or phase‐in period, the
impact is immediate and will increase over time until the rule is fully phased in at the beginning of 2018.
Additionally, increased credit losses, slower loan growth and reductions in certain types of non‐interest
revenue forecast under the Severely Adverse scenario contributed to the reduction in capital ratios over
the nine‐quarter forecast horizon.
While the results of the hypothetical Severely Adverse scenario project material reductions in certain
capital ratios, these projections are based on the hypothetical scenario and guidelines of the Severely
Adverse scenario and do not reflect the actual future expectations for either ABG or Arvest Bank.

[The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank]
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Table 3 below provides selected nine‐quarter cumulative income statement data for both ABG and Arvest
for the Severely Adverse scenario.
TABLE 3

SEVERELY ADVERSE SCENARIO
Nine Quarter Cumulative (000s)
Arvest Bank Group, Inc.
Pre‐Provision Net Revenue
Aggregated Credit Losses
Provision for Loan Loss
Net Income

$392,550
$148,833
$250,705
$100,650

Arvest Bank
Pre‐Provision Net Revenue
Aggregated Credit Losses
Provision for Loan Loss
Net Income

$417,951
$151,333
$250,705
$118,432

Pre‐provision net revenue or PPNR includes interest revenue, interest expense, non‐interest revenue and
non‐interest expense. Aggregated losses are equal to the projected net charge‐offs (i.e. net credit losses)
on our loan portfolio using the stressed conditions and other criteria outlined in the guidelines of the
hypothetical Severely Adverse scenario. The forecast increase in loan loss provision at a rate above
projected credit losses contributes heavily to the reduction in net income over the nine‐quarter forecast
horizon of the Severely Adverse scenario.
Methodologies Used in the Stress Test
As previously indicated, the Dodd‐Frank Act Stress Test is a test or exercise that stresses capital adequacy
and other financial data. ABG and Arvest utilize models and processes used in planning, budgeting and
managing other parts of the business to generate the DFAST results. The process included developing
models to forecast various balance sheet and income statement items as well as credit losses and other
asset quality items. We prepared a comprehensive forecast of all balance sheet and income statement items
linked to the macroeconomic variables provided for the various scenarios. We augmented the
macroeconomic variables provided with additional forecasted rate curves derived from key interest rates
provided for the scenario. The process includes scenario‐driven forecasts for specific loan balances and
loss estimates such as the allowance for loan losses, loan loss provisions and other non‐interest income and
non‐interest expense items. The model results are supplemented with management judgment, as needed,
to ensure appropriate consideration of Company‐specific factors.
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We utilized credit loss models to forecast credit losses, non‐accrual loans and credit quality measures. The
forecasts are developed using a robust multivariate time series methodology via models built based on a
top‐down approach.
A robust challenge process was utilized to review the results of the modeling process. Models utilized in
the DFAST process are validated per our model risk management policy and procedures.

Conclusion
Both ABG and Arvest met the specific objective of the Dodd‐Frank Act Stress Test which requires that banks
with total assets of $10 billion to $50 billion complete an annual company‐run stress test. Additionally, the
Dodd‐Frank Act requires disclosure of the results of the Severely Adverse scenario. While the results of
the Severely Adverse scenario result in a negative impact to our capital ratios, the minimums observed
over the nine‐quarter forecast horizon remain above the minimum regulatory thresholds in all cases.
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